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Above: Robert Waites, USQ visual arts student.  
 “My Self-portrait uses found objects of a wooden post and six 
pieces of bark. I created a cultural signpost that points in the 
direction to different traditional countries. This signpost outlines 
my genealogy, my family tree and connections and relationships I 
have two traditional countries. The signpost also signifies a tree. A 
cultural tree has a variety of cultural values and functions. They 
have a sacred status and are significant to identity”. 
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Our Languages Matter:  
An exhibition for NAIDOC 2017 
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20th June- 19th of July. 2017. 
Co-curated by Dr David Akenson and Dr Robyn Heckenberg 
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This! NAIDOC! exhibition! is! the! second! in! a! recent! series! curated! by! David!









Aboriginal!and!Torres!Strait! Islander!position! in!relation!to!the! location!of! language!
and!the!relatedness!of! language!connection!to!many!aspects!of!our!environmental,!
geographical,!biological,!cultural,!spiritual!and!intellectual!knowledges!and!practices.!!





also! reflects! the! diversity! of! Indigenous! Australia! demonstrated! through! visual!
dialogue.! This! comes! from! a! number! of! language! groups:! Gunggari,! Djiribul,! Ngugi!




particular! knowledge! systems.! ! Language! in! effect! locates! us! to! time! and! place!
(including!situating!people!within!a!metaphysical!topography!and!cultural!milieu).!This!
kind! of! positioning! not! only! discusses! spiritual! connection,! but! commonplace!










We! invite! you! to! participate! and! enjoy! this! exhibition.! USQ! offers! an!
appreciation!towards!those!artists!who!have!generously!participated!in!this!showcase.!




It! is! fair! to! say! the! exhibition! portrays! a! certain! luminescence!
(ngalanbumarra:! making! light),! within! its! dialogue.! Congratulations! to! all! those!

































































































































As a local Indigenous South 
East Queensland Exhibition,  
this is a lively and successful 
showcasing of local artist’s 
work. The show presented a 
great forum for local artists to 
express representations of 
themselves and community 
within the social milieu of 
language and contemporary 
cultural practice, here 
presented through the visual 
arts. 
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About the official NAIDOC Poster for 
2017 –  
The!2017!poster!is!by!Joanne!Cassidy!of!the!Wiradjuri!nation,!who!grew!up!in!
Redfern,!and!now!who!lives!at!Ingram,!and!works!at!Mungalla!Station!with!her!
husband!who!has!Native!Title!in!that!area.!!
“Language!means!a!lot!to!every!culture.!If!there!was!one!thing!I!could!wish!
for,!it!would!be!to!learn!my!language.”!Joanne!said.!
![source!http://www.naidoc.org.au/joanneDcassadyDwinnerD2017DnationalD
naidocDposterDcompetition].!!
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